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CATRINA DENVIR
Data Driven Legal
Decision-Making
July 11, 2018 · 5:00 PM · Moot Court
In this session we will explore the application
of data analytics to legal decision making in
the public and private sector, and—drawing
on a number of case studies—we will
consider the implications of the inevitable
“data-driven future of law.”

CORINNA COUPETTE

Speaking Law to Statistics

Legal Network Science

July 17, 2018 · 4:30 PM · Moot Court

July 18, 2018 · 5:30 PM · Moot Court

This session will address some of the
intricacies of artificial legal intelligence or
data-driven law, focusing especially on how
uses of artificial legal intelligence fare with
central tenets of the Rule of Law, notably the
notion of due process.

Legal network science studies how legal
phenomena can be represented as networks
and investigates what we can gain from their
quantification and visualization. This session
introduces the network perspective on law and
teaches basics of legal network science, with a
focus on its potential to improve legal practice.

JONATHAN HOAK

MARKUS HARTUNG

Legal Ops: A GC Perspective

Market for Legal Services

July 24, 2018 · 2:00 PM · Moot Court

July 25, 2018 · 6:00 PM · Moot Court

Having served for more than 20 years as a GC
for various global companies (e.g. Flextronics,
NCR), Jon will share his experiences of
participating in the growth and development
of the Legal Operations function in law firms
and legal departments.

“Legal Tech” is a complex phenomenon and
sometimes just a simple term summarizing
all the changes occurring at the moment. In
his lecture, Mr. Hartung analyzes the impact
of the digital transformation and technology
on law firms and in-house legal departments.
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